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Abstract
Procurement is a set of activities and processes related to acquisition of goods and services through purchase orders placed by
organization employees, from external contractors. This article describes practical experiments with procurement dataset of a
major governmental organization in Singapore. In particular, we highlight the problems that emerge when trying to implement
analytics for prediction of future purchases. The goal of such analytics is to deliver beneficial information to procurement office
that plans and manages relationships with external sellers. In the article we describe the characteristics of the procurement dataset
specifics and its implications on the future purchase problem that we attempt to solve using Markov chains model. Our analysis
shows high diversity of purchase descriptions resulting in low ability to detect sequential patterns of purchasing officers. The
solution presented in the article is additional dataset preprocessing involving use of hierarchical clustering. Our experiments with
various similarity measures show an improvement allowing a practical deployment within our procurement analytics system
prepared for the case study governmental organization.
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1. Introduction
Procurement is fast emerging as an area of economic importance. A recent report by Ardent Partners highlights
that an average procurement department of an organization manages 60.6% of total enterprise spending [40].
Therefore, it is desirable that goods and services are procured at the optimal cost to the requester while adequately
meeting the requirements of the organization. Unfortunately, this is not always the case as management of
procurement processes in organizations is subject to a number of problems. Among those, the 2014 PwC Global
economic crime survey reports a sharp rise in procurement fraud [41]. PwC identified that 29% of the companies are
affected by at least one form of procurement fraud, making it the second most common economic crime. However,
organizations loose resources not only due to fraud but also inefficient management of procurement. While
analyzing spending of Italian public organizations, Bandiera et al. [39] propose distinction between active and
passive waste. According to the findings, corruption related to active waste accounts only for 22%. The remaining
loss of resources can be related to passive waste, which originates from lack of knowledge about the overall
spending and their characteristics in an organization, lack of skills to reduce the costs or lack of incentives to do so,
combined with excessive regulatory burdens.
To eliminate some of those aforementioned problems, traditionally, eyeball sampling has been used for
compliance checking and fraud detection in procurement but this is a tedious and error-prone process. The increasing
adoption of procurement software has given rise to the availability of transaction data and usage logs that lend
themselves amenable for data analysis. Consequently, Business Intelligence software (e.g. Tableau [42]) has begun
to be employed to assist in human analysis. In addition, tools that perform descriptive statistics have also been used
for computing quantities such as mean and dispersion. Both these methods have been found to be useful for macrolevel insights such as identifying departments or divisions of a company with maximum procurement spending,
computing average expenditures and other statistical parameters such as quantiles or variances. They can also help in
data visualization such as trend graphs, and data pre-processing tasks such as data validation. However, major
procurement frauds such as bid rigging, collusion between suppliers, fraudulent payments via shell companies, etc.
can be so subtle to make it difficult to detect by standard macro-level analysis [43].
Motivated by the issues mentioned above, we report on research made to enhance contemporary procurement
software with predictive capabilities. We present results on future purchase order prediction method, which is a
component in a larger framework developed as part of a governmental program on improving procurement
management. The method has been tested and implemented as part of software called Procurement Tracker, which is
used by one of the governmental agencies in Singapore to aid management of procurement and inspect purchases.
The predictive purchases component enables procurement officers to see upfront expected orders that will be made
by requesting officers, connect with the requesters and aggregate their orders before they are placed to save on
purchase costs. Secondly, the predicted orders are an outcome of analyzed purchase history of requesters, therefore
for requesters who show clear patterns in behavior, such predictions can be used to alert procurement officers of
changes in the requesters’ behavior, which can be the basis for further fraud investigation.
The structure of the article is as follows: firstly, we introduce the reader to work done so far in the area of
procurement (see Sec. 2); later, we discuss the motivation for our work and the broader context of its application (see
Sec. 3). Further, we proceed with the specifics of our approach by describing the input dataset, which is the
foundation for our experiments (see Sec 4.1), necessary data pre-processing (see Sec. 4.2) and finally applied
algorithmic approach (see Sec. 4.3). Next, we describe the setup of the evaluation experiments (see Sec. 5), and
present their results and comment on lessons learned (see Sec 5.1). The article concludes with the overview of
achievements and by pointing out directions for future work (see Sec. 6).
2. Related Work
As procurement has grown to be an important area of organization activity, there have been a number of works
related to various problems of this domain: procurement fraud [1, 2, 3], aggregation of purchases [4], procurement
issues related to underlying supply chain optimization [5, 6, 7]. Nevertheless these research initiatives are very
selective and focused on specific scenarios, to our knowledge, not related to situation or problems of the
organization described in this article.
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The problems and solutions discussed by us in context of procurement can be also found in other domains. Fraud
detection is a very popular research topic and according to a survey by Phua el al. [8] is most explored in context of
financial fraud and credit card fraud (e.g. [9, 10, 11]). Similar problems have been also reported in many other areas
such as telecommunications [12, 13] or insurance [14, 15]. Among those, the majority of proposed solutions revolve
around employing data mining methods, which leverage statistical models [16] and probabilistic approaches [17] to
create advanced machine learning algorithms [8]. Within the machine learning area, the vast majority of approaches
are based on supervised learning algorithms, i.e. assume existence of well annotated set of past fraud cases. The
popular techniques include use of neural networks [18, 19, 20] and Bayesian networks [21, 22, 23] or less frequently
case-based reasoning [24, 25] or decision trees [26]. This assumption regarding the input dataset does not however
apply to our scenario; therefore for our case there was a clear need to deliver an algorithm that would detect
suspicious purchase orders without any prior knowledge on past fraud cases.
The particular path taken by us: next-order prediction, is not typically used to aid fraud detection, however there
are a number of works that experiment with purchase prediction algorithms for other goals. Insurance purchase
prediction [27, 28], website access prediction [29] and customer purchase prediction in commerce [30, 31] are some
of the popular to name. Among those, similarly to us, Deshpande [29] experiments with different optimizations of
Markov model to obtain better accuracy. In comparison to that work, we focus more on balance between accuracy
and coverage as well as comparison of Markov to other approaches, while Deshpande proposes multiple Markov
optimizations for increasing accuracy and compares them to each other in different application domains to our.
Similar predictive capability evaluations but expanded to particular application domains have been done for
supply forecasting and demand aggregation [35]. This kind of research is closer to our second goal of predicting
procurement actions for bulk purchases. However, apart of the features that we focus on, other parameters are being
investigated. Jen et al. [32] propose prediction of purchase frequency and apply a different technique altogether to
achieve this, i.e. Hierarchical Bayes. Among more closely related approaches, which apply Markov processes,
typically the objective is to model item stock levels and predict demand per item in certain predefined time intervals
[33, 34]. In comparison, we focus on predictions per requesting customer in an undefined time.
During the analysis of such prior work, we noted that many of those supply-demand models are extensive
theoretical frameworks that assume existence of data with certain features and quality that is not always present in
practical scenarios of organizations. In our study we were in a comfortable position of very tight collaboration with
a governmental agency and full access to its data. Therefore, we were able to base the proposed approach on
information that would be available in the system deployment scenario; and furthermore make decisions on
application of algorithms after an extensive analysis of the quality of the available data. Insights from all of those
phases are presented in the following sections of this article.
3. Approach
3.1. Dataset description
The presented research was done based on data produced as output of operations of a large governmental agency
in Singapore over the course of four years, 2010- 2013 (inclusive). Throughout this period there were a total of
141,286 purchase orders (PO) recorded. Each of the purchase orders was placed by an employee of the agency
(requesting officer) and later was subject of further approval by a procurement officer (approval officer). Therefore,
each purchase order would have its creation date (day on which requesting officer submitted it to the system) and an
approval date. Additionally, a constraint of the system was that a single purchase order would always be related to
only one vendor who supplies the ordered goods or services of a given value expressed in local currency.
The purchase orders would further consist of purchase order items. Each of those can relate to different item or
service and contain further details like: textual item description, quantity of items bought and unit price per single
item. The dataset being subject of our analysis contained a total of 316,036 purchase order items. On average a
single purchase order had attached 2.2 items, however 59% of purchase orders had only 1 order item and 97%
having 10 or less. Within the remaining 3% the maximal recorded amount of purchase order items per purchase
order was 164. This reflects the overall behavior of the agency employees and the policies in place that focused on
simple orders, typically related to one type of good.
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Beyond those general insights, we learnt that the key elements that influenced the performance and capabilities of
prediction model were related to quantitative relationships between the four aspects of the procurement data (see
Fig. 1): who (requester), what (item description), from who (vendor), and when (creation/approval date). Therefore,
below we detail some of the key insights that later on will help to explain the results of obtained with our model.

Fig. 1. Key elements of the single purchase order data vector.

Table 1 contains extended statistics of the dataset, which reveal that quite a significant amount of requesters
participated in placing orders but at the same time for many cases the history of orders per requester is rather short,
which could make it difficult or even impossible to perform any predictions.
Table 1. Breakdown of key statistics for the procurement dataset used in predictive model experiments.
Metric

Value

Metric

# Purchase Order

141286

MIN/AVG/MAX #Order PER Requester

1/ 12.7/ 1002

# Purchase Order Item

316036

MIN/AVG/MAX #Vendor PER Requester

1/ 5.8/ 163

# Vendor

7887

MIN/AVG/MAX #Item PER Requester

1/ 11.7/ 807

MIN/AVG/MAX Creation Date Difference
PER Requester (days)

0/ 25.92/ 491

# Requester

11312

# Approval Officer

594

# Item

212652

Value

Further investigating this relationship between orders and requesters (see Fig. 2a), it can be observed that
majority of requesters contributed to only about half of the dataset (requesters with less then 101 purchase order
items), while the other part of the data relates to small portion of very active requesters that had some administrative
roles and frequently placed orders. As it will be revealed in next sections, those were the truly interesting cases for
us, since they had a rich history of orders that could be used for training of our predictive model.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Distribution of purchase order items per requester: comparison of requester count (black) and sum of purchase order items (light
green); (b) Comparison of unique item description count (black) and order item count (light green) per unique requester.
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Aside of the requester analysis, we also investigated the diversity of orders placed to make some initial
assumptions about the difficulty to perform predictions with relation to textual descriptions of purchased items.
Figure 2b shows that regardless of volume of their activity, requesters seem to repeat their purchases very little, as in
most cases the amount of unique descriptions is very similar to total orders made. Based on this observation, our
first hypothesis (H1) was that any sort of prediction for a meaningful amount of requesters could be very difficult
due to lack of any observable purchasing patterns. However, in a preliminarily experiment, we manually analyzed
textual item descriptions for orders made by 9 requesting officers picked on random (total of 1000 purchase order
items). It turned out that often the same or similar items were described only with a slightly different text. This was a
result of requesting officers having to input the item descriptions manually without any shared dictionary or index.
Based on this observation, we formed another hypothesis (H2) that the base dataset could be pre-processed using
text-clustering techniques to match similar descriptions and greatly improve the final predictive capabilities. The
details of the algorithms used for both data pre-processing and actual predictions are discussed in the next sections.
3.2. Data preprocessing – clustering of purchase orders
During the data pre-processing phase we applied hierarchical clustering algorithm and calculated similarity
between textual descriptions using q-gram distance [36], i.e. sum of absolute differences between q-gram vectors
(substrings of length q) of compared strings [37]. Furthermore, we analyzed a number of different similarity
thresholds relating to biggest distance allowed for textual descriptions in the same cluster. Apart of such clustering,
we experimented with additional data pre-processing steps: (a) clustering text as it was input originally by requesters
or by transforming all upper case characters into lower case; (b) setting a string length threshold below which textual
descriptions would be excluded from clustering. The (a) scenario was related to observation that some of the item
descriptions were input fully with upper case characters, while others with lower case. In the second scenario (b),
our attention to limiting string length was based on fairly big diversity of this parameter across the dataset. We
determined that shortest item description length for an individual requester had a medium positive correlation with
clustering performance parameters (precision, recall, f-measure); and the longest item description length for
requester was related to dendrogram height (due to string similarity algorithm choice) and therefore had an impact
on clustering performance when using with different similarity thresholds. Our concern was that large q-gram
similarity thresholds would produce biased clustering results for requesters with large number of short item
descriptions, and that it would have a significant impact on overall final results for the entire dataset.
3.3. Purchase prediction algorithms
The dataset analysis has shown a significant relationship between requester and parameters that could influence
purchase prediction. Therefore, all our approaches focused on predicting item descriptions for a single requester at a
time. We evaluated a number of algorithms starting with simple random sampling, through probability distribution
analysis, ending with sequence analysis using Markov chains. Given the last purchase of a requester, we applied
each of those algorithms to calculate: single next purchase prediction and prediction of multiple purchases. The goal
was to provide prediction for the biggest amount of requesters thus covering the biggest portion of future purchases.
Given the applied nature of our work, the desire was to embed configurability into algorithms so that the end user
could consciously maximize on performance for one of those aforementioned parameters at the cost of others.
Random Sampling: the simplest solution, treated as baseline reference for others. In the training phase this
algorithm collects all unique item descriptions from the requester order history. During the test phase a single value
is picked from this set using random number generator. Therefore, the last purchase made by requester does not
have any effect on prediction for this algorithm and both next purchase prediction and multiple purchase prediction
are handled in similar manner by repeating the described random picking process for multiple predictions.
Probability Distribution: in the training phase for this algorithm we first calculate the Probability Density
Function (PDF) for the predicted feature limiting to orders of a given requester. Next, based on the PDF, we create a
Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF). This function would serve as a reference for prediction of future orders.
Moving forward, during the test phase, we calculate a random variable value between 0 and 1. This value would be
passed as argument to the CDF function and the corresponding feature value would be extracted as final prediction.
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Simple Sequential Sampling: used as an additional reference specifically for prediction of multiple purchases.
Like Random Sampling during the training phase it collects all unique description values for a given requester.
However, this time, those values would be recorded in the same sequence as they occurred in the order history.
During the test phase, depending on the predicted series length, the prediction would be sequence of orders starting
from the first recorded value from training phase. If the predicted series length exceeded amount of unique feature
values of a requester, then the prediction would continue from the start of the trained sequence all over again.
Markov Chain: contrary to previous approaches, this solution provides a prediction dependent on previous state
recorded for the requester. We focused on evaluating first order Markov chains, i.e. decision about next state was
made based on a single previous state. We did not test k-order chains due to nature of the dataset highlighted earlier,
i.e. large amount of requesters with little orders. Our anticipation was that such data structure would lead to situation
where increasing order of Markov chains would produce satisfactory results for few requesters. Such conclusions
have been reached based on experiments of Deshpande [27] who shows that k-order chains decrease drastically the
dataset coverage and algorithm runtime performance - both being key parameters for our implementation.
During the training phase for this algorithm, we build a transition matrix that models probability of moving
between states of the Markov chain. In our case, the states are unique item descriptions taken from order history of a
requester. Transition between those states occurs when a purchase with a particular feature value is followed by
another different feature value. If purchases with the same feature values happen one after another the state does not
change. During the construction of this matrix, the purchases of a requester would be ordered according to their
creation date, starting from the earliest and ending with the latest. The probability for transition from a given state to
another is calculated based on amount of times a given transition was observed in training data in relation to total
amount of time any transition from the origin state has occurred. Therefore, each state in the matrix has it’s own
probability distribution similar as in earlier approach using CDF but this time dependent on previous state. Given
this transition matrix, during the test phase the feature value of the last performed order would be used as input to
identify the starting state in the matrix and the probability distribution to be used. The predicted feature value for
next purchase would be determined in a similar procedure as in the Probability Distribution approach.
On top of this base solution involving Markov chains we also added two optional optimizations, both applied at
the training phase stage: creation date optimization; and frequency count optimization. The first, creation date
optimization, involves the granularity of creation date for purchase order. If this optimization is used orders made on
the same day are not treated a consecutive but concurrent. Therefore, the order made on previous day has a
transition to all orders made on next day with the same probability for each. The second Markov chain optimization,
frequency count optimization, relates to reducing the size of Markov chain for a requester. This operation is done
through removing all transitions with frequency count below a certain selected threshold. Furthermore, if all
transitions of a requester do not meet the threshold the requester is ignored and no predictions are made. This
optimization is aimed to give the capability to manipulate the minimum activity of requester required to provide
predictions.
Given the presented approach and proposed optimizations, our hypothesis was that application of Markov chains
would improve over all of solutions with respect to most active requesters having small average time distance
between their orders. In the next section, we present the evaluation setup and experiments verifying this hypothesis.
4. Evaluation: clustering and data pre-processing
In the first stage of evaluation we adjusted the parameters for data pre-processing to obtain the best input for the
predictive algorithms used later. We experimented with hierarchical clustering by evaluating six different similarity
thresholds for the q-gram algorithm: 8, 16, 24, 32, 40 and 48. On top of that we tested bi-gram and tri-gram analysis
for each of those thresholds. In each of the aforementioned scenarios we used input data being: (a) original textual
item description input; (b) item description converted into lower case. Secondly, we evaluated if overall clustering
performance would change if we excluded descriptions of character count below 20. In all of those setups the
evaluation was done based on comparison of a manually annotated dataset of 2000 order items relating to 44
requesting officers. The officers for evaluation were picked on random from requester groups with different
dendrogram heights representative for the entire spectrum of the dataset (for the test dataset the min. dendrogram
height was 10, max. height 77, average height 53.3, and standard deviation 20.4). During the evaluation we
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calculated three parameters: precision, recall and f-measure. Due to the final goal of applying in prediction
algorithms, precision would be equally important to recall, therefore the key parameter we paid most attention was
optimization of f-measure. Those performance parameters were calculated based on pair-wise comparison of cluster
assignments done by our algorithm in comparison to the test set (as described by Manning et al. [38]):
     
     
     
  




  




     




We used the above metrics to properly tune the clustering algorithm and identify the best settings for clustering
item descriptions. Figure 3 shows comparison of results for different clustering approaches in relationship to
similarity threshold value.

Fig. 3. Evaluation results of clustering in relation to similarity threshold.

As it can be observed, the best results were obtained for bi-gram similarity measure with lower case item
descriptions transformation and q-gram 24-similarity threshold; we used this method in conjunction with our
Markov chain algorithm to further evaluate item description predictions, as described in next section.
5. Evaluation: future purchase prediction
In the second part of our experimentation we tested the results of purchase prediction algorithm with the best
clustering setup and without any clustering for comparison. Prediction tests were done separately for every requester
and afterwards the results were averaged across requesters to give the final result. Half of the requester order data
was used as training set, and half as test set. For every requester we assumed a minimum requirement of 1 order in
the training set, and at least 2 orders in the test set (aside of test prediction result, 1 order in the test set would always
be necessary to determine the current state and serve as prediction reference in Markov approach). Requesters not
meeting this requirement would be completely ignored and not taken into account during the experiment.
Using the previously described algorithms we run the evaluation in two test scenarios: (a) next-order prediction:
for a particular requester, given a certain last performed order information, predict the selected feature value in the
next order; (b) series of orders prediction: for a particular requester, given a certain last performed order
information, predict the selected feature value for a given amount of next orders coming one after another in an
undefined time period. For evaluating the quality of the next-order prediction approach we used accuracy parameter,
which for a single test would take value 1 if predicted feature value matched the expected value and 0 if not. The
prediction accuracy for a given requester would be expressed as average of all predictions tested for this requester.
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During the series of orders prediction experiment we additionally split the test set into series of predefined length
and for each used precision and recall parameters defined as follows:
  




  




In the above equations, the correctly predicted feature values were those, which would be mentioned in the
predicted series of orders as well as exist in the series of orders extracted from the test subset (regardless of order
within the series). Contrary to clustering experiments, in our evaluation of future purchase prediction, we aimed to
optimize the solution to give best possible precision, as in the end solution the requirement for software was that we
could afford to miss some of the purchases but should not provide faulty predictions. For all combinations of test
scenarios and algorithms we analyzed the results in different ranges of algorithm performance (i.e. ranges of
accuracy or precision/recall depending on approach). This was related to earlier described requirements for
Procurement Tracker where the end user would be able to adjust the required prediction performance.
Taking into account such evaluation setup, we started with experiments for unprocessed input to verify if our
concerns were true to the actual state and to have a comparison as to how much we could improve by using
additional data pre-processing methods. We tested the next-order prediction using the random sampling, CDF and
Markov; followed by 20-order series prediction experiment with all four algorithms. For next-order prediction
Markov approach gave best accuracy results out of all algorithms, however overall the results were unsatisfying for
a practical application. For requesters where prediction was possible (accuracy > 0) Markov approach got 0.31
accuracy with 6.64% dataset coverage without clustering; and 0.26 accuracy with 34.27% coverage for clustering
enabled. Although, inclusion of clustering lowered the accuracy, it significantly helped to provide predictions for
more requesters.
In case of 20-order series prediction it could be clearly noted that loosening the requirements for prediction
timeframe provided a significant improvement in terms of performance (see Table 2). However, for the unclustered
input the coverage of the dataset remained still far below our expectations. Therefore, in the final approach, we
compared those results with input dataset optimized using previously discussed techniques.
Table 2. Summary of key experiments for series of orders item description prediction.
Setup

Ignored
Requesters
(% of all
requesters)

AVG Precision/Recall for Requester
(Requester Count / % of Dataset orders / precision / recall)
Precision >= 0

Precision > 0

Precision > 0.5

96 / 5.70% / 0.74 / 0.19

67 / 1.61% / 0.97 / 0.26

0.5 train+ Markov+ 20 order
set

98.16%

212 / 15.04% / 0.34 / 0.09

0.5 train+ CDF+ 20 order set

35.58%

6438 / 97.50% / 0.04 / 0.03

1319 / 49.41% / 0.20 / 0.17

120 / 0.88% / 0.95 / 0.80

0.5 train+ Random Sampling+
20 order set

35.58%

6438 / 97.50% / 0.04 / 0.03

1258 / 46.28% / 0.19 / 0.17

110 / 0.58% / 0.94 / 0.84

0.5 train+ Sequence
Prediction+ 20 order set

35.58%

6438 / 97.50% / 0.04 / 0.04

1367 / 40.10% / 0.17 / 0.19

98 / 0.54% / 0.93 / 0.91

0.5 train+ Markov+ 20 order
set+ clustering

72.06%

2356 / 78.16% / 0.32 / 0.08

1235 / 52.47% / 0.61 / 0.15

600 / 12.88% / 0.96 / 0.24

0.5 train+ CDF+ 20 order set
+ clustering

37.39%

6214 / 97.05% / 0.15 / 0.13

3134 / 83.76% / 0.29 / 0.25

382 / 2.59% / 0.91 / 0.75

0.5 train+ Random Sampling+
20 order set + clustering

37.39%

6214 / 97.05% / 0.00 / 0.00

14 / 1.05% / 0.01 / 0.02

0 / 0.00% / 0.00 / 0.00

0.5 train+ Sequence
Prediction+ 20 order set +
clustering

37.39%

6214 / 97.05% / 0.00 / 0.00

6 / 0.31% / 0.02 / 0.03

0 / 0.00% / 0.00 / 0.00

Inspecting Table 2 it can be seen that Markov experiment with the dataset optimization greatly improves with
regard to coverage issue at a small cost of slightly decreased precision. In comparison to other algorithms tested
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(CDF, Random Sampling and Sequence Sampling) even the Markov experiment with unclustered input greatly
excels in terms of precision yet falling behind in terms of coverage, an issue that is partially addressed by clustering.
6. Conclusions
Analyzing the experiments and results presented, it can be noted that in applied analytics solutions the choice of
the final predictive algorithm is but one of many tasks. According to our experiences coming from the described
work with industrial partners on procurement analytics, the key difficulties prove to be: proper input dataset analysis
to understand the horizon of practical deployment possibilities; and dataset pre-processing that may improve greatly
on whatever can be achieved with raw data. As it can be seen in evaluation results, without taking those issues into
account, all tested solutions gave unsatisfactory results.
In the particular context of our experiments, we have shown that clustering of item descriptions greatly improved
on the predictive capabilities of the algorithms used. However, one has to keep in mind that this particular
combination of clustering and predictive algorithms requires proper balancing between how generic the predictions
get (increase on clustering threshold) and how good the final accuracy of the predictive algorithms is. In our case,
discovering the exact guidelines for this and further improving on performance of both algorithms remains the topic
of future work.
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